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Most Americans have a bank account that they use to deposit pay checks from employer
for safekeeping, pay bills, and save money.

Millions of Americans putting away millions of dollars have you ever stopped to wander
who’s paying all these banks to watch over all that money. Well, you are.

Handling all the deposits withdrawals and other services banks provides comes at a cost.
According to the Banking Act (2009) banks cover these coast in three primary ways: fees,
interchange and loan interest. Banks can charge customers lots of fees whether it’s for overdraft
or late payments applying for a loan, commission fees (returned deposit, maintenance, lost card,
foreign transaction, minimum balance change, overdraft) and of course there ATM fees. In 2016
is bank rate estimated that consumers paid an average of four dollars and 57 cents. Every time
they withdrew money from an out-of-network ATM and in 2016 the three biggest banks in the
country made six billion dollars from ATM and overdraft fees alone.

But one of the biggest fees banks collect is not paid by you but by the stores you shop out,
if you go to your local deli for a sandwich and pay the cars the deli is charged an interchange
fee. Some of that fee is paid to the delis bank but most of it is paid to your bank. And if stores
want to accept debit or credit card payments they must pay the price of interchange according
to The Regulation on Interchange Fees for Card-based payment transactions that entered into
force in June 2015.When people put money in the bank they doesn’t just sit there waiting for
them to take it back out. Banks use this money as a way to make money for themselves by
offering loans.

When someone wants to buy a home, car, college education, they can go to a bank for a
loan, and the bank will charge interest on that loan. Let’s say someone needs a sum of money
to buy a car, they ask the bank for a loan and the bank will take money from its customers
deposits to purchase the car. In exchange that person will pay back the bank with 6% interest.

This allows the bank to make thousands of dollars in profits and when you consider that
millions of people are taking out bank loans all across the country that interest an all those
individual loans adds up to billions of dollars. Essentially you’re loaning your money to the
bank so they can loan it out to other people, but just because the bank is lending your money
out doesn’t mean you don’t access to it.

The well-publicised “class action” challenge to bank fees in the Federal Court (Paciocco v
ANZ Bank) reached a fresh milestone in April, when 3 judges of the Federal Court decided that
banks can charge fixed fees for late credit card payments. However, it seems that the decision
is set to be challenged in the High Court.

As the law stands, banks are able to charge fees, under their terms and conditions, for a
range of defaults by their customers, including late payments and withdrawals over an account
limit. The class action seeks to establish that certain types of fees are unrecoverable by the
bank because they are contrary to the legal rule that a party to a contract (such as a credit
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agreement) cannot be penalised for breaching it, but need only pay compensation to the other
party for any losses it accrues as a result of the breach.

The applicants in the class action assert that credit card late payment fees are unlawful
penalties because, taken at the time the contract was made, the fee amounts are extravagant
when compared with the losses which a bank would actually suffer as a result of a late
repayment. It was argued that the extravagance of the fees is illustrated by the fact that a
one day late payment of $0.01 could attract a $20 fee, whereas the bank’s loss in such a case
would be negligible.

However, the court disagreed. It found that assessing whether a fee for late payment is
a penalty involves a broad consideration of all of the bank’s costs relating to late payments,
including collection expenses and extra capital provisions to protect the bank against late paying
clients. The court decided that it could not be said that the fees were extravagant when those
broader costs were taken into account.

The court also confirmed that agreed fees charged where a bank permits withdrawals over
an account limit (“honour fees” or “overlimit fees”) were legitimate.

The case is not over, though, as the solicitors representing the claimants in the class action
having indicated that they will appeal to the High Court against the latest Federal Court ruling.

Banks must meet reserve requirements - an amount of funds the bank sets aside in cage an
influx of people withdraw money at the same time. Banks aren’t investment vehicles, but they
are a safe place to keep money easily available for paying bills and for your emergency safe.
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